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Summary
This project initially consist on the study and the performance of the video transmission part of a
project of teleoperated driving of a tram in the city of Darmstadt. The tram where will be implemented
is in a part of Darmstadt that will have a 5G infrastructures. The project includes a study of 5G, also
4G and Wi-Fi transmission, including data rates and latency, to transmit in real time video from the
tram to a central station.
Initially the idea is to make a test-rig that would be as similar as the prototype that could be implemented in the tram. The prototype would be some cameras in front of the tram connected with cables
to a computer from where the data will be processed and send it through 4G/Wi-Fi infrastructures to
a static station. The computer will compress the data, applying some codecs, to use less data size for
the transmission
The initial situation of the test-rig is to connect a camera to a computer, process the data that receives
and send it to another computer using Ethernet cable. The problem is that the Ethernet cable must be
full duplex and the computers must have a specific configuration that from the prototype would not
be helpful. In addition, the computer it is used to make the tests is not compatible with the computer.
Finally the solution for those problems are solved transmitting with Wi-Fi, instead of the cable, and
for the transmitting video is used the web cam of the computer/ and a video downloaded from internet.
For the compression part there is a study of different codecs, and the programming of a code to apply
this codecs.
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1 Introduction
The Institute of Automotive Engineering (FZD) of TU Darmstadt conducts, within the project MAAS,
research in the field of high automation and driver assistance systems for trams. This thesis consists
on the study and the development of video transmission, on the field of teleoperated driving of a tram
in the city of Darmstadt.
Teleoperated driving is a transition from the physical driver to the autonomous driving, where the
vehicle will have the support of a teleoperator in any critical situation that could not be solved by
itself. This thesis will be based on the concept of a tram controlled remotely from a fixed workstation.
1.1

Motivation

This project of the development of a video transmission for teleoperated driving will deal with different aspect that nowadays are getting more and more important. One of the topics are the cellular
networks, with the new mobile generation 5G where it will be an expansion of the bandwidth. The
route where it will be studied and performed the project of the tram is a place where there will be 5G
infrastructure and in the part of the study of the area, it will be a comparison between the different
cellular networks.
Another topic are the methods of video codecs for the compression of images to transmit and decompress them with a reasonable quality. High resolution requires high data rates but it is not allowed to
occupy all the bandwidth of the network, so a codec must be applied to reduce the data. One of the
goals is to receive in the workstation practically the same transmitted images, after the process of
compression and decompression.
The application of teleoperated driving is expandable for every object, but one that is getting a huge
importance is the automotive sector where there is a big breakthrough in the topic of the autonomous
driving.

1.2

Concretization of the tasks

The tasks of the Bachelor thesis are distributed in two general blocks that in the line of time are
distributed equally. The two blocks are the part of the requirements and analysis and the other is the
part of building and testing a test-rig.
First block, the requirements of the projects that are going to be a process of researching and comparing information about different types of cellular networks that could be suitable for the teleoperated driving. Also the task of decide which is the best video compression method to not have a lot of
latency for compressing and decompressing and transmitting the data with the highest bit rate.
Second block is the construction, the set up and the testing of a prototypal test-rig appliying all the
requirements just found.
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1.3

Methodology

The first research is to get a general overview of projects about the same topic, search about some
previous and some that are actual in progress. Not just those oriented in the field of remote control
of trams, also in other vehicles that have similars specifications. This specification can be a point to
take into account to get a better quality in the study and in the construction of the test-rig.
Of the aspects, the research of the different video compression methods to transmit the data is important to get the best data rate suitable for the bandwidth of the network and to have the lowest
latency in all the transmitting process. Afterwards at the same level as the compressing methods another important aspect is the research and comparison of the different types of cellular networks.
Comparing the requirements as data rate and the latency in 4G, 5G and also Wi-Fi.
Once the requirements are defined, it is the moment to put into practice, build a prototypical test-rig.
This protoype will consist on the connection of a camera to a station, this one will perform the compression of the data, and from another station will receive the data. In this process the analysis of the
latency is the most important aspect. It is important that all the process has the lowest latency because
the reaction of the teleoperated driver can not have a delay that can possibly result in an accident.
The test-rig is not implemented on the tram at the beginning because is easier to react to problems
that could occur during the tests than inside the tram. In the implementation it will appear probably
other problems but not those ones that can be solved previous test.
In this project there are some challenges to take care of. The main goal is receiving images of the best
quality using the highest data rate possible, suitable to the bandwidth of the network and having the
lowest latency.
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2 State of the art
2.1

Concept of Teleoperated driving

Teleoperated driving is the part of controlling a vehicle remotely from a static station. Can be with a
nearly static station like a controller, using bluetooth or any other wireless communication with a
small scope, less than 100 meters between the vehicle and the controller. Or can be with a distant
static station that use 4G/Wi-Fi or any other wireless communication with a high scope, more than
100 meters between the vehicle and the controller.
Nowadays this concept is used for the transition from the vehicles with physical drivers to the autonomous driving of vehicles because it is helpful for all the test and for the final prototype where in
case of any problem could be the solution to avoid a major problem.
2.2

Other existing projects

There are not many projects about teleoperated driving of tram. To get a first touch of projects similars, on the thema of teleoperated driving, there is a project1 of the TU München, performed on 2013,
where they talk about the teleoperated driving of a car. In this case they make a study of data rates
for the video transmssion. To not exceed the nominal upload rate of LTE, that is maximum 75 Mbits/s,
they used the next parameters to get a data rate in raw video: Gray-scale video on frames of 640 x
480 pixels and a transmission of 25 frames per second. With this parameters they reach a data rate of
58 Mbits/s. In this project also there is a study and an implementation the codec of h.264 to compress
the image of ans send less data rate.
The project of the TU München was about all the process of getting the data, transmitting and receiving, but if we look for the projects concerning the new mobile generation 5G, there is one that is being
carried out on a German motorway, exactly the A9 motorway. This project2 in is about the construction of infrastructures for this new mobile generation, because they foresee that in a few years there
will be many autonomous cars, connected to the internet and with a possibility of teleoperated control,
driving on the motorways.

1

A Novel Study on Data Rate by the Video Transmission for Teleoperated Road Vehicles (2013).

2

Ericsson initiates 5G motorway project with cross-industry consortium in Germany (2016).
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3 Requirements
The general requirement for this video transmission content is that for reaching a live video streaming
it is needed the lowest latency, with the highest resolution to obtain and see a very good image on the
monitor.
In this project, there are some parameters already established because of the possible objects that are
going to be used in the final prototype on the Tram. The cameras will have a resolution of 1920 x
1080 px, will capture the video in rgb color, 8 bits per color, and 30 fps. All this parameters makes
that in a transmission in raw data is needed a data rate of approximately 1,39 Gbit/s. That is why one
of the important requirements concerning to cameras parameters is to apply a codec to reduce as much
as possible this data rate. As commented in the previous project in LTE, as maximum the nominal
upload data rate is 75 Mbits/s and taking into account that a final prototype in the tram must have
several cameras, it is need at maximum a quarter of the 75 Mbits/s.
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4 Codecs
The proposal for the codecs, to reduce the data size in the transmission to get a low latency. For the
transmission, using raw data it will be needed a huge bandwidth to transmit the data. During the
process of transmitting it will be needed a process of compressing data, transmitting and then decompressing data to get a good approximation of the initial data.
There are different types of compression codecs: Lossless and Lossy. Lossless as the name says is a
method that consist on having no losses in the process, the data before encoding and after decoding
must be the same. In addition, Lossy is a compression method that will have losses in the transmitted
data and will have a non-exactly reconstruction of the original data. After decoding, the data approximates the original data.3
As in this project is needed a big compression of the data to transmit, Lossy it is the right one because
the compression is bigger than Lossless and is used more often for streaming video transmission.
4.1

MPEG4

A digital compression method of audio and video also called MP4. It is the successor of MP3 It is
divided in 32 parts4 and each one is a part of a total compression. The important parts for the video
compression is part 2 and part 10 because in this case it is needed only video compression with no
sound. Part 2 is still in used by IP cameras, but the most important is part 10 where appears H264
codec.
4.2

H264/AVC

Also called MPEG-4 part 10, which means that the part the cover this type of codification in MPEG4 is the part 10, the others parts are referred to other aspect of compression, as the audio compression
or the protocols that need to be used for the compression.
The codec consists of different blocks as shown in Figure 4.1. The prediction, the transform and the
encoder. The prediction is the block where different types of frames come from: I, P or B. Frame I is
a frame without prediction. Frame P is a frame with some macroblocks prediction. Each the frame is
divided in macroblocks (16x16 pixels) and this macroblocks are predicted from a previous I or P
frame. And frame B that is a frame which his macroblocks can be predicted from a previous frame or
can contain information for the next frames. This last type of frame is used normally for make reference of a movement on the video that are expressed with a motion vector displacement. This motion
vector displacement means that in the frame there is an object that compared with a previous frame
appears but not in the same position and the codec only encode this motion vector for this frame. The

3

Difference between lossy and lossless.

4

Parts of MPEG-4.
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most important problem of this type of frame is that this process increase the latency of the compression, that means that there are not too much types of this frames in this codec.
The transform blocks also has the quantization part. After the prediction, to each frame has been
applied a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) and then has been divided by a quantization step size.
Finally before the transmission, the encode block is the part where the values and parameters are
converted into binary codes and prepared to transmit.Figure 4.1
Input

TRANSFORM

PREDICTION

ENCODER
Transm
ission

Output RECONSTRUC
TION

INVERSE
TRANSFORM

DECODER

Figure 4.1 H264
blocks
block is the
process

For the decoder part first the decode
where the bits are converted again to hexadecimal. Then the Inverse Transform block where it is applied the Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform
(IDCT) and multiplied for the quantization. Finally, the reconstruction block that return an approximation of the real frame.5
Table 4.1 Advantages and disadvanteges H264

Advantages 6
-

4.3

Disadvantages

High codification and decoding quality for live video and streaming video.
Better quality as H263 and MPEG-4 part 2

High codification time
Difficult to get a license  in this case better
to use the VP8 that is approximately the
same but open codec.

HEVC/H265

The successor of H264, get lower bit rates for the same data and can afford better quality videos. This
codec is used for the ultra-definition television and high resolution as for example 8k.

5

An Overview of H.264 Advanced Video Coding.

6

Video Compression Standards – Pros & Cons.
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4.4

Comparison of the codecs

MPEG-4 part 2 vs MPEG-4 part 10
Part 10 is more efficient to encode and a better quality, but to be more efficient to encode it leads to
a higher power consumption. For this last problem of consuming more CPU, nowadays there are good
computers that can reduce this problem.
Table 4.2 H264 vs H2657

H.264
Macroblocks

Fixed macroblocks of 16x16

Frames
second
Data size

Can use different macroblocks from
8x8 to 64x64
Less bit-rate

Bit-rate
Resolution

H.265

Limited to 4k
per Limited to 60 fps
50% less than MPEG-2

Until 8k
Until 300 fps
50% less than h264
More complex codec and CPU consume

Others

When the codec get each frame, divided the image in macroblocks, in the case of H264 the macroblocks are of 16x16 pixels as is shown in the left side of Figure 4.28. However, as is shown on the
right side of Figure 4.2 in the case of H265 get different sizes of macroblocks because it compares
the pixels and the pixels around, and if there is a great amount of similar, for example the same color,
then the codec can get a higher macroblock until 64x64. Moreover, on the other case when there are
many different pixels then the codec get a small macroblocks as 8x8 pixels for this part of the image.

Figure 4.2 Macroblocks in H.264 and H.265

7

H.264 & H.265/HEVC COMPARISON.

8

HEVC. What's next in video compression.
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5 Transmission
When we talk about transmission and wireless communication, we talk about transmission of electrical signals that travel through the air as radio waves. This is a topic connected to the mobile communication since the finals of the 70’s with the appearance of the first generation of mobile communication. Since then until now the following generations have surpassed and by far the previous ones.
The first change was with the second generation that changed to a transmission of digital voice, the
possibility of sending SMS and the roaming that let an owner of a mobile phone to move around the
world. The second change came with the third generation. It appeared the possibility to connect to
internet, a great novelty for the mobile communication sector. After the third generation appeared the
actual one 4G, and nowadays is in process 5G. Those last two generations are the important for this
project.9
The transmission is the most important part on this projects because, it affects on the data rate and
the latency. Is the part where it could not have problem because low data rate means that the video
has a break, no streaming and nothing to show in the static station. For the transmission part there are
some wireless networks that could be the most appropriate. For this case there is WLAN that has a
range from 10 meters to some hundreds of meters as Wi-Fi, or WWAN that use mobile communication and with the help of some repeaters is the best option to transmit data nowadays.10 Nowadays
from the mobile communication the one that is being used the most is 4G, and also a new generation
that exists for a few years ago is 5G but it is still in process of implementing.
5.1

4G

Fourth generation is the actual mobile generation standard. It is totally based in IP, which means that
use all the protocols to send and receive data in packets11. Can offer higher download speed than his
predecessor, 3G, It can offer a download speed to 1 Gbps in an static position and at maximum 100
Mbps in movement. The novelty respect the previous generation is that the possibility of the streaming videos. This technology has a bandwidth between 3 kHz and 6 GHz and depends on the continent
of the world in operates in different frequency bands.12
5.2

5G

The new generation that will offer better conditions than his predecessor 4G. This generation has two
layers; a macrolayer that works in the microwave band and provides user plan traffic, and a micro
layer that works in the mm-wave band and carries user plan traffic. This two layers are reflected in

9

Evolution of mobile communication (2018).

10

Wireless Networks.

11

NATHAN CHANDLER: How 4G Works.

12

Tabla de frecuencias 4G.
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the bandwidth that has increase respect to the previous generation, 4G, to a range between 3 kHz and
300 GHz.
The microwaves has a problem that they couldn´t pass through the walls, and the trees and the clouds
absorb them. The solution that is found is the implementation of microcell that they can repeated the
signal. This solution entails the construction of new infrastructures that could make a new generation
that will arrive everywhere.13
For the term on the bit rate and the latency, it is said that the bit rate is going to increase to 1Gbps and
could go faster until 10 Gbps.14 This increase on the bit rate will affect positively on the latency
because the file will be transmitted faster and the latency will be lower. A very important aspect for
the live videos.
5.3

Wi-Fi

Is a technology that allows the connection between electronic devices normally in places with an
access point that all the devices can be connected. It is used for Local area networks as companies or
particular houses. It use to operates in the frequency band of 2,4 GHz15 offering a download data rata
until 300 Mbps.
5.4

Comparison of the Transmission standards

The most significant difference between the transmission standards is that for the new mobile generation it is an extension of the bandwidth, because it is predicted that in a future there will be more and
more appliance connected to internet and the fourth generation will be short to offer service to all.
This will lead to de massaging of connected objects.
Also a very significant difference is that the data rates of downloading of 5G will be 100 times higher
than 4G, and this implies the latency will be very low.16

13

What Is 5G and How Will It Make My Life Better?

14

Gemalto: Introducing 5G networks.

15

WLAN Frequency Bands & Channels.

16

4G vs 5G (2017).
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6 Test - Rig
After all the study of the requirements then it must put in practice all the collected information and
as there is not the final prototype that will go in the tram, it is needed a previous test-rig to see the
possible problems that could be in a general situation, and solve them before the prototype in the tram
6.1

Setup

For the setup, it is necessary two computers, one to transmit the video and the other one to receive
and plays the video. In the Table 6.1, there are the characteristics of the computers used. Both computer are similar but the RAM is better in the receiver, that could affect on the latency of the compression of the data.
Table 6.1 Information of computers for test-rig

Computer 1 (Tx)

Computer 2 (Rx)

-

Windows 10 Education

-

Windows 7 professional

-

Intel® Core™ i5-2450M CPU @ 2.50 GHz
2.50 GHz

-

Intel® Core™ i5-2450M CPU @ 2.50 GHz
2.50 GHz

-

RAM 4,00 GB

-

RAM 8,00 GB

It is also necessary a camera. The first option was to connect a camera that has the same resolution
and the same number of fps as the possible cameras that will be installed in the tram. However, for
problems of compatibility with computer 1 and the camera finally it is decided to use a video downloaded on internet or the web cam of the computer 1.
Once the test-rig is with all the complements, in this case just both computers, then it is investigate
about how to make all the process capturing the image, compressing, transmitting and receiving and
then reproduce the video. For the process, using both computers it has been used a PyCharm program
that is used to modify and run python scripts and it has been also used a program named Ffmpeg that
is used for applying the codecs.
6.1.1 Methodology
The all process is divided in the two computers and follow the next processes. The computer that it
is transmitting has four processes to perform: Capture the video, compress, transmit and finally after
the transmission, delete the file from the computer. This last process is important because in the final
prototype, if the files are not erased, the computer will needed a huge capacity and consequently a
bigger computer to store all the data. The computer that is receiving has three processes to perform:
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Receive data, decompress, plays the video and delete the file, very important process as in the
Transmitter computer.
Computer 1

Computer 2

CAPTURE VIDEO

RECEIVE

COMPRESS

DECOMPRESS

TRANSMIT

PLAY VIDEO

DELETE

DELETE

Figure 6.1 Test-rig

On the Computer 1 the caption of the video is frame by frame, and then a video file is created attaching
some frames. After the creation of the file, it is compressed applying some codecs, send it to the
computer 2, delete it and then another time repeating the process. On the computer 2 is the same all
the process are performed one after the other and after de deleting process again to the receiving
process, that have to wait until the computer 2 receives data (Figure 2).
The methodology was correct, but the problem was that the reproduction of the video was so slow
and the latency was high. The solution of this problem was add sockets that makes that the processes
work simultaneously. On the computer 1 the capture of the video creates files with the number of
frames it is desired. When there is an existing file created, then the process of compressing begins at
compress this file is created. This process only can proceed if there is any existing file created that is
not already compress it. Then the process of Transmit that depends on the last process. Only when a
compressed file exists and is not already send it then can send it. Finally the process of delete that
depends on the last process too. All the four processes works at the same time but the significant
difference with the first method is that the caption of video do not wait until the delete is done.
On the computer 2, as in the computer 1, the four blocks works simultaneously and the receive process
do not have to wait until the delete process is done. The receive process is keeping all the data received, before being used for the other processes.
6.2

Evaluation of latency

In the evaluation of the latency, first it is decided if it is better to use the web cam of the computer 1
or a downloaded video in raw video. It was decided that was going to be the web cam because, in the
process of capturing the video, the latency is lower than using the downloaded video and it is closer
to the final prototype.
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One problem on the evaluation is that both computers are connected to internet to the same webpage,
but each one has a different processor and then they had different time. The two clocks differ from a
few seconds, then to study exactly the how is the latency, it is needed first to synchronize both computers. The solution was to make a TCP connection, that when a packet is send there is an answer
form the other computer and on this case, the answer is to send the same packet back. In this process,
it is obtained the fictional time that would be in the computer 2 when the packet is received. With this
time and the real time of the computer 2 capture it at the received time, it can be determined an offset.
During the whole process, there are different processes that can affect considerably in the latency
time:
-

The compression

This process is the one that depending on the computer-processing unit will do it faster or slower.
The next figures are applying different codecs
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Figure 6.3 lbx264 with 5 frames each packet
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Figure 6.2 lbx264 with 3 frames each packet

Both figures Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.2 are performed using lbx264 that is the library of the h264
codec, it can be observed than with more frames the codec works better.
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Figure 6.5 VP8 with 3 frames each packet
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Figure 6.4 VP8 with 5 frames each packet

Although the processor of the computer always affect in this process, it can be observed than in Figure
6.5 and Figure 6.4 it works better with more frames per packet in the codec of VP8. This codec is a
free version of the codec h264.
For the next two figure, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, it is applied the VP9 codec that is the sucessor of
the VP8, and the same case as VP8, is the free version of the codec h265. Comparing both pictures it
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an be observed than the latency of processing with less frames per packet is always near to the average, without latency peaks.
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Figure 6.6 VP9 with 5 frames each packet
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Figure 6.7 VP9 with 3 frames each packet
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-

The transmission

In this process, it is used a simple packet of 8 bytes to transmit from one computer to the other one
and the result is shown on Figure 6.8.

Latency (s)

Packet number sent
Figure 6.8 Latency in Transmission

As it is shown there is an average of the latency transmission between 51 and 52 miliseconds. There
are some peeks that reach up to 63 miliseconds that could be for the small size of the transmission
package
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6.3

Evaluation of data rate

In the evaluation on the data, is more or less the same than the evaluation of the latency because the
data rate will be get it from the latency and the size of the sent packet. In the shown Figure 6.9 the
axis in vertical is the data rate in Bytes/ second, and to get the data rate in bps, it is only needed to
multiply the obtained rate by 8. The horizontal axis is the number of the package sent.

Data rate (B/s)

Packet number sent
Figure 6.9 Data rate in transmission

There a maximum of data rate of 500 Bytes per second, equally to 4kbps, that is not ver high, and an
average of data rate of 410 Bytes per second, equally to 3,28 kbps, also not very high. This low data
rate does not show the maximum data rate that could reach the connection, probably for the small
size of the data sent.
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7 Conclusion and outlook
This thesis gives me a vision of how works the great majority of projects in the companies, and all
the steps that need to pass to reach the best result, when I found a problem and I thought that it was
solved then another problem appears. Moreover, I have learned that when there is another option that
is better in some aspects from the actual one, then reorganize everything and work on how exactly I
would like to apply it.
During all this time with this project I have realized how important this topic is today and all the
application that could have on lots of things. One of the things take place with the great boom in
autonomous driving, where lots of companies are working on the best methods and on the best algorithms to put their car on the street. I have also found that this project has brought me a good
knowledge and a great motivation to continue in this fascinating topic and try to find in the near future
any kind of project that could make me grow in this topic.
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Annex
Python codes:
For the codes is has been used Anaconda, a program that includes other programs as OpenCV that
can work with python and it has been installed also PyCharm that it is used for modify, debug and
run script of python.
In the code, it has been needed to install and import some librarys:
-

Socket: for connecting both computers with an IP address and a port.

-

Cv2: for capturing the video frame by frame on the transmitter and for playing the video on
the receiver

-

Os: to work with the files in the computer. In the code is used to look if one path file exits.

-

Subprocess: to write in the command line of the computer. What we wrote on the command
line is the compression of the files. And it has been needed also to download ffmpeg programa
for apply the codecs

-

Time: To get the time of the computer to obtain the latency of the whole process.

-

Struct: To convert Integers or strings to bytes and on the other way, just for sending the data
between computers, because just bytes can be send it through sockets

-

Threading: this one is one of the important ones because is needed for working at the same
time different processes.

Base station (Computer 2 Rx).
from threading import Thread
import socket
import cv2
import subprocess
import struct
import time
import os
def receive(cont, offset):
timeResult = []
dataRateResult = []
contlatency = 0
while True:
try:
myfile = open('./Proves/sendOuput%s.avi' % cont, 'wb')
data = s.recvfrom(480000)
lenPacket = len(data[0])
print(lenPacket)
if (len(str(data[0])) > 48):
myfile.write(data[0])
cont += 1
else:
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timei = struct.unpack(">d", data[0])[0]
timef = time.time()
latencyT = timef - timei - offset
timeResult.append(latencyT * 1000)
dataRateResult.append(latencyT/lenPacket)
except:
time.sleep(0.001)
continue
myfile.close()
s.close()
def decompress():
cont3 = 0
while True:
opI = "./Proves/sendOuput%s.avi" %str(cont3) #name of the path of the
videos and name of the videos
opO = "./Proves/final%s.avi" % str(cont3)
opP = "./Proves/sendOuput%s.avi" % str(cont3 + 1)
if os.path.exists(opP):
subprocess.check_output("ffmpeg -i "+opI+" -c:v rawvideo -pix_fmt
rgb24 -s 1920x1080 "+opO)
cont3 +=1
def eliminar():
time.sleep(10)
cont = 0
filename = './Proves/sendOuput%s.avi' % cont
while True:
if os.path.exists(filename):
os.remove(filename)
cont += 1
filename = './Proves/sendOuput%s.avi' % cont
def playVideo(cont):
while True:
if(os.path.exists('./Proves/sendOuput%s.avi' % str(cont+1))):
cap = cv2.VideoCapture('./Proves/sendOuput%s.avi' % cont)
ret, frame = cap.read()
if ret is True:
cv2.imshow('frame', frame)
if cv2.waitKey(1) & 0xFF == ord('q'):
quit()
cont += 1
print("Socket successfully created")
host = '192.168.0.112'
port = 12345
buffer_size = 1024
server = ('192.168.0.110', 12346)
s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM)
s.bind((host, port))
x = 0
while x == 0: #with this while, it is the calculation of the offset, to synchronize both computers
data, addr = s.recvfrom(buffer_size)
if not data:
break
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else:
x = 1
trr = time.time()
s.sendto(struct.pack(">d", trr), server)
trf, addr = s.recvfrom(buffer_size)
trf = struct.unpack(">d", trf)
offset = trr - trf[0]
print('connected: ', host, ' ', port)
myfile = open('C:/Users/Student/PycharmProjects/CompressVideo/Proves/sendOuput1.avi', 'wb')
cont = 0
t = Thread(target=receive, args=(cont, offset,))
t1 = Thread(target=decompress, args=())
t2 = Thread(target=playVideo, args=(cont,))
t4 = Thread(target=eliminar, args = ())
t.start()
t1.start()
t2.start()
t4.start()

In the receiver and in the transmitter, in both codes there is a small problem with the thread of delete.
To delete a file it is needed to write a command in the command line and the computer could not
work with several processes in command line at the same time, so most of the time the action of delete
is not perform it.

-

Tram station (Computer 1 Tx)

from threading import Thread
import socket
import cv2
import time
import subprocess
import struct
import os
def capture():
cap = cv2.VideoCapture(0) #get the video from the camera of the computer
h = int(cap.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FRAME_HEIGHT)) #get the height of the frame of
the video
w = int(cap.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FRAME_WIDTH)) #get the width of the frame of
the video
fps = int(cap.get(cv2.CAP_PROP_FPS)) #frames per second of the video
fourcc = cv2.VideoWriter_fourcc(*'VP80')
cont = 0
cont2 = 0
# cont3 = 0
op = "C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/output%s.avi" % str(cont2)
#name of the recorded file
out = cv2.VideoWriter(op, fourcc, fps, (w, h))
ret, frame = cap.read()
out.write(frame)
while cap.isOpened():
ret, frame = cap.read()
Annex
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if ret is True:
cont = cont + 1
if cont == 10: #the minimum number of frames to transmit
out.write(frame)
time.sleep(0.005)
out = cv2.VideoWriter(op, fourcc, fps, (w, h))
cont2 += 1
op = "C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/output%s.avi" %
str(cont2)
cont = 0
else:
out.write(frame)
else:
break
cap.release()
out.release()
cv2.destroyAllWindows()
exit()
def compress(s):
cont3 = 0
while True:
op = "C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/output" + str(cont3) +
".avi"
opc1 = 'C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/outputC%s.avi' %
str(cont3)
opP = 'C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/output%s.avi' %
str(cont3 + 1)
time_start = time.time()
if os.path.exists(opP):
subprocess.check_output("ffmpeg -y -i " + op + " -c:v libx264 -s
480x270 " + opc1)
file = open('C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/outputC%s.avi' % str(cont3), 'rb')
bytes = file.read()
time_bs = time.time()
s.sendto(bytes, server)
time_elapsed = (time.time() - time_start)
s.sendto(struct.pack(">d", time_bs), server)
print(time_elapsed)
cont3 += 1
exit()
def eliminar():
time.sleep(110)
cont2 = 0
filename = 'C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/output%s.avi' %
str(cont2)
filename1 = 'C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/outputC%s.avi' %
str(cont2)
while True:
if os.path.exists(filename):
os.remove(filename)
os.remove(filename1)
cont2 += 1
filename = 'C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/output%s.avi' %
str(cont2)
filename1 = 'C:/Users/Roger/PycharmProjects/tfg/Videos/outputC%s.avi' %
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str(cont2)
host = '192.168.0.110' #host of the computer 1 transmitter
port = 12346
server = ('192.168.0.112', 12345) #host of the computer 2 receiver and one port,
that is the same in the other computer
print("connected to server: ", server)
s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_DGRAM)
s.bind((host, port))
c=0
while c in range(1):
t1 = time.time()
s.sendto(struct.pack(">d", t1), server)
c += 1
data = s.recv(1024)
tx = (time.time() - t1)/2
tx2 = int(tx*1000)
trf = t1 + tx
s.sendto(struct.pack(">d", trf), server)
data1 = struct.unpack(">d", data)
t = Thread(target=capture, args=())
t1 = Thread(target=compress, args=(s,))
t2 = Thread(target=eliminar, args=())
t.start()
t1.start()
t2.start()
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